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Abstract
We define stacky Lie groups to be group objects in the 2-category of differentiable
stacks. We show that every connected and étale stacky Lie group is equivalent to a
crossed module of the form (Γ, G) where Γ is the fundamental group of the given stacky
Lie group and G is the connected and simply connected Lie group integrating the Lie
algebra of the stacky group. Our result is closely related to a strictification result of
Baez and Lauda.
1 Introduction
Over the last few years there has been a lot of interest in the so-called higher groups
[1, 8, 4]. As the name suggests, a higher group should be regarded as a “generalized group”
in some suitable sense. In practice, the precise definition one adopts depends very much
on the applications one has in mind. A first example of higher group is provided by the
string group String(n) [5, 14, 13] in mathematical physics. Historically, this object first
arose as the 3-connected cover of Spin(n); one of the possible models for String(n) is given
by a crossed module of (infinite-dimensional) Lie groups [2], which is a type of higher group
that will also play a role in the present paper. Another example, which can be regarded
as a generalization of the previous one, comes from the integration theory of L∞-algebras
(also known as homotopy Lie algebras) [8]. In this case the appropriate definition for
the higher group integrating an L∞-algebra is given in terms of Kan simplicial manifolds
(compare Section 3 below). Yet another example (or definition) originates in connection with
Weinstein’s quantization program for Poisson manifolds [19]. This program leads naturally
to the notion of stacky Lie groupoid [17, 18], and, in particular, to that of stacky Lie group.
The study of stacky Lie groupoids was the original motivation for the present paper, as we
will explain in more detail below.
There is unfortunately neither general agreement on what the standard definition of
a stacky Lie group(oid) should be nor on the corresponding terminology; one sometimes
refers to stacky Lie groups as Lie 2-groups. One possibility is to define stacky Lie groups
as group objects in the Hilsum–Skandalis bicategory HS, that is, the bicategory (i.e.,
weak 2-category) which has Lie groupoids as objects, right principal bibundles (also called
∗Supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG; German Research Foundation) through the In-
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H.S.-morphisms) as 1-morphisms and smooth biequivariant maps between bibundles as 2-
morphisms [4]. This approach has some advantages in that many standard constructions,
such as fibred products for instance, can be given a rather explicit description [13]. How-
ever, from a conceptual point of view this is very much like working all the time with a
fixed choice of local coordinates (or atlas) when doing differential geometry. In this paper
we prefer to adopt a more intrisic foundational framework. Namely, we define stacky Lie
groups as group objects in the 2-category DSta which has differentiable stacks [10, 3] as
objects, and maps of stacks over the smooth site, resp., isomorphisms between them, as 1-,
resp., 2-morphisms (Definition 2.4).
For the reader’s convenience and because of its relevance to the present work, we analyse
the relation between these two notions of stacky Lie group in greater detail. Recall that
a Hilsum–Skandalis morphism (H.S.-morphism) from a Lie groupoid K = {K1 ⇒ K0} to
another one, K ′ = {K ′1 ⇒ K
′
0}, is given by a right-principal bibundle
K1

E
Jl
 


 Jr
  @
@@
@@
@@
@
K ′1

K0 K
′
0,
that is to say, by a manifold E on which both K and K ′ act in a compatible way along the
moment maps Jl and Jr with respective smooth actions
Φl : K1 ×s,K0,Jl E → E and Φr : E ×Jr,K ′0,t K
′
1 → E,
in such a way that the right action of K ′ on E is principal: in other words, Jl is a surjective
submersion and id × Φr : E ×Jr,K ′0,t K
′
1
≃
−→ E ×Jl,K0,Jl E a diffeomorphism. If E is also
left-principal (in the obvious sense) then it is called a Morita bibundle, and it is said to yield
a Morita equivalence between the Lie groupoids K and K ′. Now, any differentiable stack
can be presented by a Lie groupoid, uniquely up to Morita equivalence [3]; namely, given a
differentiable stack X , a groupoid presentation X = {X1 ⇒ X0} of X can be obtained from
any representable surjective submersion X0 ։ X (this is called a chart or atlas for X ) by
taking the fibred product X1 := X0 ×X X0. In more rigorous categorical terms, there is a
canonical equivalence of bicategories between the 2-category DSta and the bicategory HS
defined above. Consequently, a stacky Lie group can always be presented by a stacky Lie
group in the former sense, i.e., by a group object in the bicategory HS, very much like a
smooth manifold can always be defined by giving a particular atlas for it.
The stacky Lie groupoids which prove to be really important for practical applications
are the étale ones, which are defined to be those whose underlying differentiable stack can
be presented by an étale Lie groupoid; a generic presentation for such a differentiable stack
will be a foliation groupoid [11]. In [22], étale stacky Lie groupoids are called Weinstein
groupoids. The isotropy groups of stacky Lie groupoids constitute, for us, the fundamental
example of a stacky Lie group. The purpose of this paper is precisely to better understand
the structure of these isotropy groups.
Recall that a crossed module (of Lie groups) is a pair of Lie groups (H,G) given with
a homomorphism ∂ : H → G and a smooth left action (g, h) 7→ g ∗ h of G on H by
automorphisms of H so that the following two axioms are satisfied:
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(Eq) ∂(g ∗ h) = g∂(h)g−1 (Equivariance)
(Pf) ∂(h) ∗ h′ = hh′h−1 (Pfeiffer identity).
It is our goal here to establish the following result:
Theorem 5.13. Every connected stacky Lie group G is equivalent to a crossed module of
the form (π1(G), G), where π1(G) denotes the fundamental group of G (viewed as a discrete
Lie group), and G is a connected and simply connected Lie group.
(For a stacky Lie group, connectedness just means path-connectedness of the underlying
differentiable stack, compare Definition 2.16. The connectedness assumption is natural
from the point of view of our applications. The notion of equivalence of stacky Lie groups
is defined in Subsection 2.1.)
It is always possible to strictify a discrete 2-group; this is a well known result of Baez
and Lauda [1], who provide a proof via group cohomology. However, if a 2-group carries a
topology or a smooth structure, then it is not clear how one can achieve the strictification
result by the same methods. As an example of these difficulties, the string Lie 2-group
(unfortunately it is not one of the étale stacky Lie groups we consider) sometimes has a
strict but infinite-dimensional model [2], sometimes has a finite-dimensional but nonstrict
model [13]. Thus, we can see from this example that the strictification procedure is in
general highly nontrivial. Morevoer, the strictification method provided in [1] is far from
being constructive. By contrast, our method is completely constructive and solves the
problem within the étale, finite-dimensional world.
Our result is likely to have consequences also for the study of noneffective orbifold
groups. Since every orbifold is an étale differentiable stack, as soon as the orbifold carries a
group structure, an immediate corollary of our result is that one can find a global quotient
compatible with the group structure.
We expect the main result of this paper to be relevant also to our program of revis-
iting the constructions and the results of [16, 15] in terms of stacky Lie groupoids and
representations up to homotopy.
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2 From stacky Lie groups to semistrict Lie 2-groups
All the material in this section—with the exception of the last statement, Theorem
2.17—is completely standard, and can be found for instance in [1]. We work throughout in
a smooth, étale context.
2.1 Background on group objects in 2-categories
Our 2-categories are assumed to always have finite products. In particular, there is
always a terminal object ⋆.
Definition 2.1. A group object in a 2-category C (or C-group, for brevity) consists of the
following data
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• an object A ∈ C
• a list of 1-morphisms
µ : A×A→ A (the multiplication)
η : ⋆→ A (the unit)
ι : A→ A (the inverse)
• a list of 2-morphisms
a : µ ◦ (µ× 1A)⇒ µ ◦ (1A × µ) (the associator)
ℓ : µ ◦ (η × 1A)⇒ prA
r : µ ◦ (1A × η)⇒ prA
}
(the left, resp. right unit constraint)
d : η ◦ τA ⇒ µ ◦ (1A × ι) ◦ δA
e : µ ◦ (ι× 1A) ◦ δA ⇒ η ◦ τA
}
(the adjunction constraints)
(where τA : A→ ⋆ denotes the unique 1-morphism from A to the terminal object, and
δA : A→ A×A denotes the diagonal)
subject to the requirement that certain coherence conditions hold for which we refer the
reader to [1, p. 37].
Remark 2.2. The notion of C-monoid is obtained from the previous one by neglecting the
inversion 1-morphism ι and the adjunction constraints d, e.
Recall that an étale atlas for a differentiable stack X is a representable surjective sub-
mersion X ։ X such that the associated Lie groupoid {X ×X X ⇒ X} is étale.
Definition 2.3. Let DSta denote the 2-category whose objects are the differentiable stacks
admitting an étale atlas, whose 1-morphisms are the maps of differentiable stacks, and whose
2-morphisms are the 2-isomorphisms between maps of differentiable stacks.
Definition 2.4. A stacky Lie group is a group object in the 2-category DSta.
Definition 2.5. We denote by LGpd the 2-category whose objects are the étale Lie group-
oids, whose 1-morphisms are the homomorphisms of Lie groupoids (smooth functors), and
whose 2-morphisms are the (smooth) natural transformations between homomorphisms of
Lie groupoids.
Definition 2.6. A homomorphism Φ : A → B between two group objects A,B in a 2-
category C consists of the following data
• a 1-morphism φ : A→ B
• a pair of 2-morphisms
t : µ(B) ◦ (φ× φ)⇒ φ ◦ µ(A)
u : η(B) ⇒ φ ◦ η(A)
making the appropriate coherence diagrams commute [1, p. 41].
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Definition 2.7. A transformation a : Φ ⇒ Ψ between two homomorphisms of C-groups
Φ,Ψ : A → B is a 2-morphism a : φ → ψ compatible with the rest of the structure in the
obvious sense [1, p. 42].
Definition 2.8. An equivalence A ≃ B between two C-groups A,B is a homomorphism Φ :
A → B such that there exists a homomorphism Ψ : B → A together with transformations
Ψ ◦ Φ⇒ 1A and Φ ◦Ψ⇒ 1B .
One has a canonical 2-functor from the 2-category LGpd into the 2-category DSta; for
this well known construction, we refer the reader to [10, 12]. Hence
Lemma 2.9. Any LGpd-group G canonically determines a corresponding stacky Lie group,
and any equivalence of LGpd-groups induces, canonically, one of the corresponding stacky
Lie groups.
Definition 2.10. We denote by Stack(G) the stacky Lie group corresponding to G in the
above statement.
2.2 Coherent Lie 2-groups
We refer to monoid objects in the 2-category LGpd, in short, LGpd-monoids, also as
smooth monoidal groupoids. For them we adopt the standard notation for monoidal cate-
gories; 1 for the unit object; (x, y) 7→ x⊗y for the monoidal bifunctor; ax,y,z : x⊗ (y⊗z)→
(x⊗ y)⊗ z for the associator; ℓx : x⊗ 1→ x, rx : 1⊗ x→ x for the unit constraints.
Definition 2.11. A coherent Lie 2-group G is a smooth monoidal groupoid {G1 ⇒ G0,⊗,1}
supplied with the extra structure of
• a smooth map {x 7→ x} : G0 → G0
• two smooth maps {x 7→ dx}, {x 7→ ex} : G0 → G1 with
dx : 1→ x⊗ x, ex : x⊗ x→ 1 (1)
so that the usual adjunction properties hold [1, p. 10].
Definition 2.12. A coherent homomorphism G → H between coherent Lie 2-groups G,H
consists of
(1) a homomorphism Φ between the underlying Lie groupoids
(2) a monoidal functor structure for Φ, namely, the data of a natural transformation
tx,y : Φ(x)⊗
′Φ(y)→ Φ(x⊗ y) between Lie groupoid homomorphisms and of an arrow
u : 1′ → Φ(1) satisfying the standard coherence conditions as in the classical definition
of a monoidal functor [9].
A coherent equivalence G
∼
−→ H is a coherent homomorphism G → H which is also a
strong equivalence of the underlying Lie groupoids [11, Section 5.4].
Lemma 2.13. A coherent Lie 2-group is exactly the same thing as a LGpd-group, i.e. a
group object in the 2-category LGpd. To any coherent equivalence between coherent Lie
2-groups, there remains canonically associated an equivalence of LGpd-groups.
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Proof. Although the proof is completely standard, we will briefly recall the construction of
the inversion homomorphism i = iG : G → G (compare also the proof of Proposition 4.6
below), and make a few additional clarifying remarks.
We set i0(x) = x on objects. Let g : x → y be any arrow. Define
tg : y → x, the
transpose of g, as the following composition
y
ℓy
−1
−−−→ y ⊗ 1
y⊗dx
−−−→ y ⊗ (x⊗ x)
y⊗(g⊗x)
−−−−−→ y ⊗ (y ⊗ x)
ay,y,x
−−−→ (y ⊗ y)⊗ x
ey⊗x
−−−→ 1⊗ x
rx−→ x. (2)
One can check that t(h ◦ g) = tg ◦ th; this follows easily from a characterization of the
transpose of any arrow g : x → y as the unique arrow h : y → x such that the following
diagram commutes:
y ⊗ x
y⊗g

h⊗x // x⊗ x
ex

y ⊗ y
ey // 1.
(3)
Then, if we put i1(g) =
t(g−1) on arrows, we get a functor, and hence a homomorphism
of Lie groupoids. Note, conversely, that the above characterization of transposition (3)
implies that the inversion functor i : G→ G of any LGpd-group is uniquely determined by
the associated data on objects (i.e., by the adjunction data x 7→ i0(x), x 7→ dx, x 7→ ex).
Indeed, by the naturality of e [1, p. 37], we must have
ex ◦ (i1(g
−1)⊗ x) = ex ◦ [
(
i1(g
−1
)
◦ idi0(y))⊗ (g
−1 ◦ g)]
= ex ◦ [i1(g
−1)⊗ g−1] ◦ [idi0(y)⊗g]
= ey ◦ [i0(y)⊗ g]
and therefore, by (3), i1(g
−1) = tg.
As to the claim about equivalences, we observe that for each coherent equivalence Φ :
G
∼
−→ H between coherent Lie 2-groups one can find a coherent quasi inverse, namely, a
coherent homomorphism Ψ : H
∼
−→ G so that there exist monoidal natural transformations
Ψ ◦Φ ≃ idG and Φ ◦Ψ ≃ idH. Then, as explained for example in [1], one can define natural
transformations iH ◦ Φ → Φ ◦ iG and iG ◦ Ψ → Ψ ◦ iH in such a way as to obtain a pair of
LGpd-group homomorphisms forming an equivalence of LGpd-groups.
Definition 2.14. We call a coherent Lie 2-group {G1 ⇒ G0,⊗,1} semistrict, if the
monoidal bifunctor ⊗ makes the manifold of objects G0 into a Lie group with unit 1,
and if the constraints (1) are trivial (that is, dx = id1 = ex for all x ∈ G0).
In a semistrict (coherent) Lie 2-group, the inverse for each object x is precisely given by
x.
Definition 2.15. We say that a coherent Lie 2-group is base connected, when the base
manifold of its underlying Lie groupoid is connected.
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Definition 2.16. We call a stacky Lie group G connected, when for any pair of points
x, y : ⋆ → G there exists a path R → G which restricts to x at zero and to y at one (of
course, up to 2-isomorphism).
We say that a stacky Lie group G can be presented by a coherent Lie 2-group G, if G is
equivalent, as a stacky Lie group, to Stack(G) (Definition 2.10). Then we claim:
Theorem 2.17. Every connected stacky Lie group can be presented by a base connected,
semistrict, coherent Lie 2-group.
The next section will be devoted to proving this theorem.
3 The universal cover of a stacky Lie group
Let G be an arbitrary connected stacky Lie group, and choose a presentation of its
underlying differentiable stack by some Lie groupoid K• = {K1 ⇒ K0}. Both G and K•
shall be regarded as fixed once and for all throughout the present section.
By Lie II Theorem [20], the infinitesimal counterpart of G is a Lie algebra g, and the
simply connected Lie group G which integrates g has a canonical projection onto G
p : G −→ G. (4)
We are going to establish a few fundamental properties of this map. In order to do this,
we first need to review the precise construction of p, which involves some technicalities.
We shall limit ourselves to the strictly indispensable notions without going into details; the
interested reader is referred to [20, Section 4] for a complete discussion.
To begin with, we need to introduce yet another point of view on Lie 2-groups, according
to which these objects should be defined in terms of simplicial manifolds [8, 22]. Even though
this approach via simplicial manifolds is very effective, as it allows us to give quick proofs of
the results we need, and even though it probably reflects much better the nature of higher
groups in general, it has the disadvantage of being not very explicit. For these reasons, and
in order not to confuse the reader with too many definitions, no mention of this alternative
viewpoint was made within the previous section.
Recall that a simplicial manifold X consists of a sequence of manifolds Xn, n ∈ Z
≥0
and a collection of smooth maps (faces and degeneracies) for each n
dni : Xn → Xn−1 (face maps)
sni : Xn → Xn+1 (degeneracy maps)
}
for i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , n} (5)
satisfying the standard axioms in the definition of a simplicial set (see for example [7]).
Definition 3.1. An n-Kan complex X (n ∈ N ∪∞) is a simplicial manifold that satisfies
the following analogs of the familiar Kan conditions:
1. for all m ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ j ≤ m, the restriction map
hom(∆[m],X)→ hom(Λ[m, j],X) (6)
is a surjective submersion;
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2. for each m > n and each 0 ≤ j ≤ m, the same map (6) is a diffeomorphism.
Here, as usual, ∆[m] and Λ[m, j] denote the fundamental m-simplex and its j-th horn,
respectively. “∞-Kan complex” is usually abbreviated into “Kan complex”.
Clearly, a 1-Kan complex is the same thing as the nerve of a Lie groupoid. This suggests
viewing an n-Kan complex as the nerve of a Lie n-groupoid. (In fact, n-Kan complexes are
sometimes themselves referred to as “Lie n-groupoids” in the literature. However, since
this usage of the term contrasts with the definitions we adopted in the preceding section,
we prefer to stick to the more traditional terminology.) In particular, when n = 2 and
the Kan complex is pointed, namely X0 = ⋆, we obtain the nerve of an HS-group. We
briefly recall the explicit correspondence [22, Section 4]. Given a Lie groupoid G• = {G1 ⇒
G0} endowed with an HS-group structure, the corresponding 2-Kan complex, which is
completely determined by its first three layers and by some structure maps, is given by
X0 := ⋆, X1 := G1, X2 := Em,
where Em is the bibundle presenting the multiplication. We call this associated 2-Kan
complex the nerve of G•, and we denote it by NG•. The axioms satisfied by the given
HS-group structure on the groupoid G• = {G1 ⇒ G0} then imply the Kan conditions
(Definition 3.1) on the simplicial manifold NG•. Conversely, given a 2-Kan complex X,
take G0 := X1 and G1 := d
−1
2 (s0(X0)) ⊂ X2. Then {d0, d1 : G1 ⇒ G0} is a Lie groupoid,
which can be endowed with an HS-group structure such that the multiplication bibundle
is given by X2.
A local Lie group is more or less like a Lie group, the difference being in that its multi-
plication is defined only locally near the identity. More precisely, a local Lie group Gloc is
given by two open neighborhoods V ⊂ U of the origin in Rn, by a smooth multiplication
m : V × V → U , and by a smooth inversion mapping i : V → V , subject to the condition
that the usual algebraic axioms should hold whenever they make sense. To any local Lie
group Gloc one can still associate a simplicial manifold, the nerve NGloc of Gloc , exactly
like one does for groups. However, NGloc is evidently not a 1-Kan complex anymore:
(NGloc)0 = ⋆, (NG
loc)1 = V, (NG
loc)2 = m
−1(V ) ⊂ V × V,
and in general (NGloc)n is the following open set of R
n
(NGloc)n = {(g1, . . . , gn) ∈ R
n : gi · gi+1 · · · · gi+j ∈ V, for all possible 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ j}.
The face and degeneracy maps are exactly like for nerves of groups. Two local Lie groups
are isomorphic if they agree on an open neighborhood of the identity. Local Lie groupoids
and their nerves are similarly defined. We refer the reader to [20, Section 2.1] for details.
Let us go back to the simply connected Lie group G of (4). We have a local Lie group
Gloc defined by any choice of suitably small open sets V ⊂ U about the identity of G (any
two such choices will yield the same result up to isomorphism of local Lie groups). Then,
by [22, Lemma 3.7], we can assume that U embeds as an open subset of K0, the manifold of
objects of the Lie groupoid K•. Hence we have a Lie groupoid homomorphism, induced by
the identity structural embedding K0 → K1, from the trivial Lie groupoid V ⇒ V into K•.
This morphism preserves the group-like structure; for example, the multiplication bibundle
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Em, restricted to V × V , is simply the multiplication map V × V → U of G
loc (see [17,
Section 5] for details). Thus, we obtain a simplicial morphism on the level of nerves [20,
Section 4]
NGloc → NK•. (7)
Then, by applying the operations “Kan replacement” (Kan) and “2-truncation” (τ2) [21,
Prop.–Def. 2.3] to this morphism, we obtain a generalized morphism between 2-Kan com-
plexes
NG ∼ τ2
(
Kan(NGloc)
)
→ τ2
(
Kan(NK•)
)
∼ NK•, (8)
which is a composition of two Morita equivalences (denoted by ∼) and of a strict morphism.
(Here NG is the nerve of the Lie group G.) By using the correspondence between 2-
Kan complexes and HS-groups, we obtain an HS-morphism G → K• compatible with
the HS-group structures. Using the correspondence between differentiable stacks and Lie
groupoids mentioned in the introduction, from this HS-morphism we finally obtain the
desired morphism of stacky Lie groups (4).
A brief digression is perhaps in order at this point to explain where the Morita equiva-
lences in (8) come from. The existence of the first Morita equivalence, NG ∼ τ2
(
Kan(Gloc)
)
,
is essentially a consequence of the fact that π2(G) = 1. The details are as follows. To
begin with, recall that in general to any Lie algebroid A over a manifold M one can asso-
ciate a certain infinite-dimensional manifold, PaA, called the A-path space [6, Section 1],
and, on PaA, a canonical finite-codimensional foliation, F ≡ F(A) [6, Proposition 4.7].
This foliated manifold determines [11, Section 5.2] a corresponding monodromy groupoid
MonF (PaA) over PaA, which represents a certain differentiable stack, G(A). There is
a canonical stacky groupoid structure over M on G(A), which makes the latter into the
stacky Lie groupoid integrating A [17]. As in [22], one can form the nerve of the differen-
tiable groupoid MonF (PaA)⇒ PaA, which will be a 2-Kan complex. Then
Lemma 3.2. Given a Lie algebroid A, let Gloc(A) be its local Lie groupoid. The 2-Kan
complex τ2
(
Kan(NGloc(A))
)
and the nerve of MonF (PaA)⇒ PaA are Morita equivalent.
Proof. This follows from the first part of the proof of [17, Theorem 4.9] and from [20,
Theorem 3.8 and Proposition 4.1].
Now, when A = g is a Lie algebra, one has that MonF(Pag)⇒ Pag is Morita equivalent to
the trivial groupoid G⇒ G associated to the Lie group G integrating g because, in this case,
π2(G) = 1; compare [20, Remark 5.3]. This equivalence being also an equivalence of HS-
groups, it follows that NG ∼ τ2
(
Kan(NGloc)
)
as 2-Kan complexes. This accounts for the
first Morita equivalence appearing in (8). The other Morita equivalence there follows from
[21, Theorem 3.6], which says that if X is already a 2-Kan complex then the 2-truncation
of the Kan replacement will not change the Morita equivalence class of X.
Having recalled the necessary technical background about the construction of the map
(4), we can now proceed to study its basic properties.
We make an elementary observation:
Lemma 3.3. Given a Lie group H and a smooth map ϕ : X → H, the equation
Φ(x, y) := ϕ(x)ϕ(y)−1
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defines a Lie groupoid homomorphism Φ from the pair groupoid PX = {X ×X ⇒ X} into
H. Conversely, given a Lie groupoid homomorphism Φ : PX → H and a prescribed value
ϕ(x0) ∈ H, one recovers ϕ by setting ϕ(x) := Φ(x, x0)ϕ(x0).
An analogous statement holds for maps of differentiable stacks ϕ : X → H into a stacky
Lie group H.
These constructions are natural. For instance, in the stacky case, given another map
ϕ′ : X ′ → H′, a map a : X → X ′, and a stacky Lie group homomorphism θ : H → H′,
commutativity of the first diagram below implies commutativity of the second
X
a

ϕ // H
θ

PX
Pa

Φ // {H ⇒ ⋆}
θ

X ′
ϕ′ // H′ PX ′
Φ′ // {H′ ⇒ ⋆}.
The commutativity of the first diagram follows from that of the second one so long as we
have θ(ϕ(x0)) ∼ ϕ
′(a(x0)) at some point x0 : ⋆→ X .
The first basic property of the map p is surjectivity. Precisely,
Lemma 3.4. The map p : G → G is surjective, in the sense that for any point x : ⋆ → G
one can lift x to some point x˜ : ⋆→ G making the following diagram 2-commute:
G
p

⋆
x˜
::
x // G.
Proof. Let η : ⋆ → G denote the group unit. Since G is connected, we can find a map
a : R → G which, up to 2-isomorphism, restricts to η at zero and to x at one (recall
Definition 2.16). By Lemma 3.3, a yields a groupoid morphism
PR
agpd
−−→ G
(where PR is the pair groupoid R×R⇒ R), which differentiates to a Lie algebroid morphism
aalgd : TR→ g and then, by Lie II theorem, integrates back to a Lie groupoid morphism
PR
a˜gpd
−−→ G
such that the following diagram of Lie groupoids commutes:
G
p

PR
a˜gpd
::
agpd // G.
Since p is a stacky group morphism, η lifts to e : ⋆→ G, the identity of G. Then, again by
Lemma 3.3, we obtain a map a˜ : R→ G lifting a : R→ G, since we can choose a˜(0) = e as
initial value for a˜: in fact, a˜ = a˜gpd |R×0 · e. Hence x˜ := a˜|1 : ⋆→ G will lift x : ⋆→ G.
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Our next lemma says that p is, in a sense, a “Serre fibration”.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose that the outer square 2-commutes in the diagram below. Then there
exists a unique smooth map f˜ such that both triangles in the diagram 2-commute:
R
n × 0
_
i0

// G
p

R
n × Rk
f˜
;;
f // G.
(9)
(Of course, the upper triangle will then be strictly commutative.)
Proof. Let us put U := Rn and V := Rn ×Rk, so that the left vertical map in the diagram
reads i0 : U →֒ V .
(Part I. Existence of a lift.) By Lemma 3.3, we obtain from (9) a commutative diagram
of stacky Lie groupoids
PU //
Pi0

G
p

PV
fgpd // G,
(10)
where P denotes the pair groupoid  ×  ⇒ . By differentiation of (10), we get the
following commutative square of Lie algebroid homomorphisms
TU //

g
id

TV
falgd //
falgd
::
g,
(11)
in which a lift of falgd exists uniquely: take falgd itself. Next, we integrate everything back
as we did in the proof of the last lemma. The local exponential map gives a commutative
diagram of local Lie groupoids
P locU
//

Gloc
id

P locV
//
99
Gloc .
(12)
By applying the nerve functor and by composing in front with the simplicial morphism
NGloc → NK• of Eq. (7), the last diagram is turned into a commutative diagram (of
simplicial manifolds) of the form
N
(
P locU
)
//

NGloc

N
(
P locV
)
//
88
NK•,
11
to which we then apply τ2
(
Kan(−)
)
. By Lemma 3.2 and the fact that the stacky Lie
groupoid G(TU) integrating TU equals PU if U is 2-connected [20, Section 6], we obtain a
2-commutative diagram of stacky Lie groupoids1
PU //

G
p

PV
::
// G.
(13)
Since each one of the morphisms indicated by a solid arrow in this diagram induces the same
infinitesimal morphism as its counterpart in the diagram (10), it follows (according to Lie II
Theorem, which says that any two morphisms integrating the same infinitesimal morphism
can at most differ by a 2-morphism) that the diagonal map in (13) is a lift of fgpd in (10),
which we call f˜gpd . Now to obtain a lift of f , we use again the remarks following Lemma
3.3. Namely, choose any point a0 : ⋆ → V , let x := f(a0, 0) : ⋆ → G, and let x˜ : ⋆ → G be
the point to which a0 is mapped by the upper horizontal arrow in (9), so that in particular
p(x˜) = x (compare 3.4). Choosing precisely x˜ as prescribed value at (a0, 0), it follows that
f˜ := f˜gpd |V×a0 · x˜ is the required lift of f in (9). The proof of existence is finished.
(Part II. Uniqueness.) Let two lifts f˜ and f˜ ′ as in (9) be given. By the naturality
statement in Lemma 3.3, they both give rise to maps lifting fgpd in (10). These maps must
coincide up to a 2-morphism, by Lie II, because at the infinitesimal level the lift is unique. In
other words, f˜gpd and f˜
′
gpd might differ by a 2-morphism; however, since PV and G happen
to be Lie groupoids, the two maps actually coincide. Moreover, since f˜ and f˜ ′ have the
same prescribed value at any point (a0, 0) ∈ R
n × {0} (by assumption, they are both lifts
in (9)!), it follows (once again from Lemma 3.3) that f˜ = f˜ ′.
Corollary 3.6. The map p : G → G is a covering map, in the sense that given any map
f from Rk to G and any point g0 : ⋆ → G, there is a unique map f˜ : R
k → G such that
f˜(0) = g0; more exactly, f˜ makes the following diagram 2-commute
⋆
g0 //
i0

G
p

R
k
f˜
::
f // G.
Corollary 3.7. The map p : G→ G is an epimorphism of stacks.
Proof. Take any object x : V → G of the stack G. Cover V by contractible open sets
Vi ∼= R
k. We take n = 0 and f to be the composition Rk ∼= Vi → G in Lemma 3.5. By
Lemma 3.4, we can build a diagram of the form (9). Then we have a lift x˜i : Vi → G, which
maps to x|Vi : Vi → G upon composing with p. Hence p is an epimorphism.
Recall that a map f : X → Y between differentiable stacks is said to be a submersion if
and only if there is a chart X for X and a chart Y for Y such that the map X ×Y Y → Y
in the diagram below is an ordinary submersion of smooth manifolds. Similarly, f is said
to be étale if and only if there are as above étale charts X and Y such that the same map
1For the notion of morphism of stacky Lie groupoids that we are using, see [20, Section 4].
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X ×Y Y → Y is étale (a local diffeomorphism). These definitions do not depend on the
choice of charts, namely if the condition is satisfied in one pair of charts then it is satisfied
in any pair of charts. For any f and any choice of charts X and Y , the pullback diagram
X ×Y Y //

Y

X // // X
f // Y
(14)
is in fact an H.S.-morphism, from the Lie groupoid X ×X X ⇒ X to the Lie groupoid
Y ×Y Y ⇒ Y , presenting the map of differentiable stacks f : X → Y; the manifold X ×Y Y
is the H.S.-bibundle, and the two maps from X ×Y Y to X and Y are the moment maps.
A well known argument in the theory of stacks gives the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.8. A map X → Y between differentiable stacks is a submersion if and only if
for any given groupoid presentations X = {X1 ⇒ X0} of X and Y = {Y1 ⇒ Y0} of Y the
moment map E → Y0 of any presenting H.S.-bibundle E is a submersion. In particular, if
X → Y can be presented by a strict Lie groupoid homomorphism X → Y then we can take
E := X0 ×Y0 Y1 and thus X → Y is a submersion iff X0 → Y0 is a submersion.
Lemma 3.9. A map X → Y between étale differentiable stacks is étale if and only if for any
given étale groupoid presentations X of X and Y of Y as before the moment map E → Y0
of any presenting H.S.-bibundle E is étale. In particular, if X → Y can be presented by a
strict homomorphism X → Y then we can take E := X0×Y0 Y1 and thus X → Y is étale iff
so is X0 → Y0.
Lemma 3.10. The map p : G→ G is a submersion.
Proof. Take the groupoid presentations of G and G coming from τ2
(
Kan(NGloc)
)
and
τ2
(
Kan(NK•)
)
respectively. The map p is induced by a strict morphisms of simplicial
manifolds τ2
(
Kan(NGloc)
)
→ τ2
(
Kan(NK•)
)
, which is in turn induced by the inclusion
V → K•. Hence p is represented by a strict morphism of groupoids with respect to these
presentations. On the level of objects, the map is simply a disjoint union of iterated copies
of the inclusion V → K0:
τ2
(
Kan(NGloc)
)
1
= V ⊔ V × V ⊔ . . . −→ τ2
(
Kan(NK•)
)
1
= K0 ⊔K0 ×K0 ⊔ . . .
(see [21, Sec.2] for the complete formula). Since the inclusion V → K0 is a submersion, the
induced map τ2
(
Kan(NGloc)
)
1
→ τ2
(
Kan(NK•)
)
1
will be a submersion as well. Hence,
by Lemma 3.8, the map p must be a submersion.
Lemma 3.11. The map p : G→ G is étale.
Proof. In the étale groupoid presentations G of G and K• of G, p is represented by an H.S.-
bibundle Ep. By Lemma 3.10 and Lemma 3.8, the moment map Ep → K0 is a submersion.
However, since Ep is a K•-principal bundle over G, Ep has the same dimension as G and
therefore as K0. Hence the moment map Ep → K0 is étale. By Lemma 3.9, the map p is
itself étale.
Lemma 3.12. The map p : G→ G is a representable surjective submersion.
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Proof. Since p is an epimorphism by Corollary 3.7, we only need to show that p is a repre-
sentable submersion. Since G is a differentiable stack, we have a chart ϕ : U → G. By [3,
Lemma 2.11], in order to show that p is a representable submersion it is enough to show
that U ×ϕ,G,p G is representable and that the map U ×ϕ,G,p G→ U below is a submersion:
U ×ϕ,G,p G //

G
p

U
ϕ // G.
But that U×ϕ,G,pG is representable is clear, because ϕ is representable, and U×ϕ,G,pG→ U
is a submersion since by Lemma 3.10 p is a submersion.
Consider the following pullback diagram:
G1 := G×G G //

G
p

G
p // G.
(15)
Then {G1 ⇒ G} is an étale Lie groupoid presenting the stack G.
Lemma 3.13. Suppose that a morphism Φ : X → Y of differentiable stacks and a morphism
φ : X0 → Y0 of their charts fit into a 2-commutative diagram of the form
X0
φ //
x

Y0
y

X
Φ //
:B
}}}}}}}
Y,
where x : X0 → X and y : Y0 → Y are the chart projection maps. Then the H.S.-morphism
presenting Φ (from the Lie groupoid X := {X1 = X0 ×X X0 ⇒ X0} to the Lie groupoid
Y := {Y1 = Y0 ×Y Y0 ⇒ Y0}) is strict.
Proof. This is proved in detail in [20, Section 4], here we only recall the idea. Consider the
following 2-commutative diagram:
Y1 //

Y0
y

X1
φ1
>>

// X0
φ
>>||||||||
x

Y0 y
// Y.
X0
φ
>>||||||||
x
// X
Φ
>>||||||||
There are two composite maps of the form X1 → X0 → Y0 → Y, the one going through
the upper Y0 and the other one going through the lower Y0. These two maps are the same
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up to a 2-morphism, because the front, back, right, and bottom faces of the diagram are
2-commutative. Thus, by the universal property of the pullback, there exists a morphism
φ1 : X1 → Y1 making all the faces of the diagram 2-commute. Then φ1 and φ together form
a groupoid morphism, because Φ is a morphism of categories fibred in groupoids.
Corollary 3.14. With respect to the groupoid presentation G1 ⇒ G, the multiplication law
mG of G can be presented by a strict morphism of Lie groupoids (m1,mG) : {G1 × G1 ⇒
G×G} → {G1 ⇒ G}, where mG is the multiplication of G.
Proof. Since the chart projection p : G → G is a morphism of stacky groups, we have a
2-commutative diagram
G×G
mG //
p×p

G
p

G × G
mG //
8@
xxxxxxxx
G,
so the result follows from Lemma 3.13.
Similarly, one can prove that the unit and the inverse of G are presentable by strict
groupoid morphisms under the groupoid presentation G1 ⇒ G. Thus G1 ⇒ G is a LGpd-
group. Hence, by the correspondence between coherent Lie 2-groups and LGpd-groups
mentioned in Lemma 2.13, we have finally proved Theorem 2.17.
4 From semistrict Lie 2-groups to crossed modules
In this section we carry out the second step of our strictification procedure. Connected-
ness and étaleness of the objects involved play an essential role in our proofs. We begin by
recalling a well known property of monoidal categories.
Lemma 4.1. For any semistrict Lie 2-group {G1 ⇒ G0,⊗,1}, the isotropy group H =
t−1(1) ∩ s−1(1) is abelian.
Proof. Let h, h′ ∈ H. Since h′ = r1
−1 ◦ (h′ ⊗ 1) ◦ r1 and h = ℓ1
−1 ◦ (1 ⊗ h) ◦ ℓ1 =
r1
−1 ◦ (1⊗ h) ◦ r1, the claim h
′ ◦ h = h ◦ h′ follows at once from the equation
(h′ ⊗ 1) ◦ (1⊗ h) = h′ ⊗ h = (1⊗ h) ◦ (h′ ⊗ 1).
Lemma 4.2. For any base connected, semistrict Lie 2-group {G1 ⇒ G0,⊗,1}, the associ-
ator is trivial. In particular, g1 ⊗ (g2 ⊗ g3) = (g1 ⊗ g2)⊗ g3 for all arrows g1, g2, g3 ∈ G1.
Proof. Since ⊗ is strictly associative on objects, the associator is an automorphism
ax,y,z : x⊗ y ⊗ z → x⊗ y ⊗ z
for all objects x, y, z ∈ G0. Define a map h : G0 ×G0 ×G0 → t
−1(1) ∩ s−1(1) = H by
h(x, y, z) = ax,y,z ⊗ x⊗ y ⊗ z, (16)
where x⊗ y ⊗ z denotes the (identity arrow corresponding to the) inverse of the object
x⊗y⊗z in the Lie group (G0,⊗,1). Since h is continuous, since G0 is connected, and since
H is discrete, h is a constant map of value h0 ∈ H.
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We contend that h0 = id1. To begin with, observe that, by (16) and by Lemma 4.1,
h0 = a1,1,1 ⊗ 1 = r1 ◦ a1,1,1 ◦ r1
−1 = a1,1,1 = ℓ1 ◦ a1,1,1 ◦ ℓ1
−1 = 1⊗ a1,1,1. (17)
Now, by the pentagon coherence condition for the associator,
a1,1⊗1,1 ◦ (a1,1,1 ⊗ 1) = (1⊗ a1,1,1) ◦ a1,1,1⊗1 ◦ a1⊗1,1,1.
Hence, by the equations (17),
h0
2 = h0
3,
from which our claim follows.
Summarizing, we have shown that ax,y,z ⊗ x⊗ y ⊗ z = id1 for all x, y, z ∈ G0. We
proceed to show that ax,y,z = idx⊗y⊗z. Put u = x⊗ y ⊗ z. Then
idx⊗y⊗z = id1⊗u
= (ax,y,z ⊗ x⊗ y ⊗ z)⊗ u
= au,u,u ◦ [ax,y,z ⊗ (u⊗ u)] ◦ au,u,u
−1
= au,u,u ◦ (ax,y,z ⊗ 1) ◦ au,u,u
−1.
Thus, idx⊗y⊗z = ax,y,z ⊗ 1 = rx⊗y⊗z ◦ ax,y,z ◦ rx⊗y⊗z
−1. Hence, idx⊗y⊗z = ax,y,z.
Remark 4.3. Recall that, in view of Definition 2.11, the unit constraints ℓx : x→ 1⊗ x and
rx : x → x ⊗ 1 are given by natural transformations between suitable homomorphisms of
Lie groupoids. In particular, there is smooth dependence on the variable x.
Lemma 4.4. In any base connected, semistrict Lie 2-group {G1 ⇒ G0,⊗,1}, one has
g ⊗ 1 = g = 1⊗ g for each arrow g ∈ G1.
Proof. First we prove the identity in a special case, namely when g ∈ Aut(1) belongs to the
isotropy group at the unit object 1.
So, let s(g) = t(g) = 1. Then, by the naturality of ℓ and the equality of objects
1⊗ 1 = 1, one gets the identity 1⊗ g = ℓ1 ◦ g ◦ ℓ1
−1 in the group Aut(1). Since the latter
group is abelian by Lemma 4.1, the claim follows.
Next, put l = ℓ1 ∈ Aut(1) (ℓ1 : 1 → 1 ⊗ 1 = 1). For each object x ∈ G0, we take the
composition
x
ℓx−−−−−→ 1⊗ x
l−1⊗x
−−−−−−−→ 1⊗ x = x
and denote it by ℓ˜x ∈ Aut(x). Since, by Remark 4.3, the map x 7→ ℓx is continuous
G0 → G1, so must be x 7→ ℓ˜x. Moreover, since l ∈ Aut(1),
ℓ˜1 = (l
−1 ⊗ 1) ◦ ℓ1 = l
−1 ◦ l = id1,
by the already established special case. Now, since {G1 ⇒ G0} is assumed to be an étale
Lie groupoid, and since G0 a connected manifold, the map x 7→ ℓ˜x must stay in the identity
component G0 ⊂ G1 for all x, and thus ℓ˜x = idx for all x ∈ G0.
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Now let g : x→ x′ be an arbitrary arrow in G1. By the naturality of ℓ, the functoriality
of ⊗, and what we have just observed, the rectangle
x
g

ℓx // 1⊗ x
1⊗g

l−1⊗x // 1⊗ x
1⊗g

x
1⊗g

x′
ℓx′ //
1⊗ x′
l−1⊗x′ //
1⊗ x′ x′
commutes, and its long edges are identity arrows. The claim follows.
Definition 4.5. A strict Lie 2-group is a group object in the 1-category of (étale) Lie
groupoids and Lie groupoid homomorphisms.
Proposition 4.6. Let G = {G1 ⇒ G0,⊗,1, ax,y,z, ℓx, rx} be a base connected, semistrict
Lie 2-group. Then the strictification Strict(G) := {G1 ⇒ G0,⊗,1}, obtained by simply
discarding the monoidal constraints ax,y,z, ℓx, rx, is a strict Lie 2-group, equivalent to G as
a coherent Lie 2-group.
Proof. In view of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4, in order to show that Strict(G) is a strict Lie 2-group,
the only thing left to be checked is the existence, for every arrow g ∈ G1, of an arrow g with
g ⊗ g = id1 = g ⊗ g.
Let g : x→ y. Define tg : y → x, the transpose of g, as
y = y ⊗ 1 = y ⊗ x⊗ x
y⊗g⊗x
−−−−−−−−→ y ⊗ y ⊗ x = 1⊗ x = x. (18)
Then put g := t(g−1) : x → y (the contragredient of g). Let us check that g defines an
inverse for g in the associative monoid (G1,⊗, id1). We have
g ⊗ (x⊗ g−1) = [g ◦ idx]⊗ [id1 ◦(x⊗ g
−1)]
= [g ⊗ 1] ◦ [x⊗ (x⊗ g−1)] (Exchange Law)
= g ◦ g−1 (Lemmas 4.4, 4.2)
= idy .
Thus, by Lemma 4.2,
g ⊗ g = g ⊗ (x⊗ g−1)⊗ y = idy ⊗y = id1
g ⊗ g = x⊗ g−1 ⊗ (y ⊗ (g−1)−1) = x⊗ idx = id1 .
Next, we define an equivalence Φ of coherent Lie 2-groups between G and G′ = Strict(G).
As the Lie groupoid homomorphism underlying Φ, we simply take the identity endofunctor
of the underlying Lie groupoid {G1 ⇒ G0}. Thus, Φ(x) = x and Φ(g) = g for all x ∈ G0
and g ∈ G1. As the tensor functor constraints associated to Φ, namely as
tx,y : Φ(x)⊗
′ Φ(y)→ Φ(x⊗ y) and u : 1′ → Φ(1),
we take
idx⊗y : x⊗ y → x⊗ y and ℓ1 = r1 : 1 = 1⊗ 1→ 1, (19)
respectively. As shown in the proof of Lemma 4.4, ℓx = (ℓ1 ⊗ x) for all x ∈ G0. Similarly,
rx = (x⊗ r1) = (x⊗ ℓ1) for all x. It follows immediately that Φ is a tensor functor. Since
Φ is also a categorical equivalence (in fact, an isomorphism), the proof is finished.
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Put Γ = t−1(1). This is a closed submanifold of G1, and if γ1, γ2 ∈ Γ, then γ1 ⊗ γ2 :
s(γ1)⊗ s(γ2)→ 1⊗1 = 1 still belongs to Γ. Hence, by Lemma 4.4, (Γ,⊗) is a monoid with
unit 1 = id1. The preceding proposition immediately implies the following
Corollary 4.7. (Γ,⊗, 1) is a (discrete Lie) group.
Proof. Since 1 = 1, γ ∈ Γ implies γ ∈ Γ.
Definition 4.8. Let ∂ : Γ → G0 denote the restriction of the source map s : G1 → G0 to
Γ. Define, for all γ ∈ Γ and all x ∈ G0,
γ · x := ∂(γ) ⊗ x (20)
x ∗ γ := x⊗ γ ⊗ x. (21)
Clearly, ∂ is a group homomorphism of Γ = (Γ,⊗, 1) into G0 = (G0,⊗,1). Moreover,
(20) is a smooth action of Γ on the manifold G0, and (21) is a smooth action of the connected
Lie group G0 on the discrete manifold Γ. Hence in fact the latter action must be trivial.
(These assertions follow from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4.)
Let us recall the notion of crossed module. A crossed module consists of a pair of Lie
groups (Γ, G0), together with a homomorphism ∂ : Γ→ G0 and a left action (x, γ) 7→ x ∗ γ
of G0 on Γ by automorphisms of Γ, such that the following two conditions are satisfied:
(Eq) ∂(x ∗ γ) = x∂(γ)x−1 (Equivariance)
(Pf) ∂(γ) ∗ γ′ = γγ′γ−1 (Pfeiffer identity).
To any crossed module one can associate a strict Lie 2-group, as follows. The induced left
action (γ, x) 7→ γ ·x = ∂(γ)x of Γ on G0 defines a translation groupoid Γ⋉G0 = {Γ×G0 ⇒
G0} with source and target given by s(γ, x) = x and t(γ, x) = γ · x respectively and with
composition law given by (γ′, x′)◦ (γ, x) = (γ′γ, x) (whenever x′ = γ ·x). At the same time,
G0 acts on Γ, so that the Cartesian product Γ×G0 carries a natural group structure
(γ1, x1)⊗ (γ2, x2) := (γ1(x1 ∗ γ2), x1x2). (22)
Let us denote the resulting Lie group by Γ⋊G0 (wreath product).
We contend that the structure (Γ, G0, ∂, ∗) (Definition 4.8) is a crossed module. To
begin with, we note that the following two maps
Ψ : Γ×G0 → G1, (γ, x)→ γ ⊗ x (23)
Φ : G1 → Γ×G0, g 7→
(
g ⊗ t(g), t(g)
)
(24)
are inverse bijections, by Lemmas 4.2 and 4.4. Furthermore, Ψ is a homomorphism of Lie
groupoids from Γ ⋉ G0 into {G1 ⇒ G0}, inducing the identity on the base G0. The same
map is an isomorphism of groups between (G1,⊗, id1) and the wreath product Γ ⋊G0, as
the inverse map Φ is easily seen to be a group homomorphism. Thus, (Γ⋉G0,Γ⋊G0) is a
strict Lie 2-group, because so is Strict(G). In particular, it follows that Definition 4.8 defines
a crossed module of Lie groups, the Pfeiffer identity being equivalent to the statement that
the composition law of the groupoid Γ⋉G0 is a group homomorphism with respect to the
group structure Γ⋊G0.
Summarizing, we have proved
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Theorem 4.9. Every connected stacky Lie group can be presented by a crossed module
(Γ, G0), with Γ discrete, and with G0 connected and simply connected.
5 Relation to the fundamental group
Our purpose, in this last section, is to show that there is an isomorphism (of groups)
between π1(G) (the fundamental group of G) and the group Γ = (Γ,⊗, 1) constructed in
the last section (Cor. 4.7). The isomorphism in question is of course noncanonical, as the
construction of Γ itself was noncanonical.
Definition 5.1. Let x0 : ⋆ → X be a point of a differentiable stack. The (smooth) n-th
homotopy set of X at x0, denoted by πn(X ;x0), is the set of equivalence classes of maps
of differentiable stacks f : Sn → X for which there exists a 2-isomorphism α like in the
following diagram
⋆
base pt

x0
++WWWW
WWWW
WW
X ,
Sn f
44hhhhhhhhh
α
GO
(25)
modulo the homotopy equivalence relation
f0 ∼ f1 if and only if there is F : S
n ×R→ X such that
F (⋆, ·)⇔ i0, F (·, 0)⇔ f0, F (·, 1)⇔ f1,
where i0 : R→ X denotes the constant map R→ ⋆→ X .
Notation 5.2. For X = G a stacky group, and x0 = 1 : ⋆→ G the unit of the stacky group,
we shall use the abbreviation πn(G) := πn(G;1).
The usual group structure on πn(X ;x0), n ≧ 1 (given by concatenation of loops for
n = 1) makes still sense in view of the following
Lemma 5.3. Any element [g] ∈ πn(X ;x0) has a representative g : S
n → X which is
constant near the base point x0; namely, there exists an open subset x0 ∈ U ⊂ S
n such that
the restriction of g to U factors through x0 : ⋆→ X (up to 2-isomorphism).
Obviously, any equivalence of stacky Lie groups G
≃
→ G′ canonically induces isomor-
phisms of groups πn(G)
∼
→ πn(G
′) for all n ≧ 1. Hence, for our puposes, it will be no loss
of generality to assume that G actually is a crossed module of the type considered in the
previous section. Then we have the following immediate consequence (see also the proof of
Lemma 5.7):
Lemma 5.4. The stack map p : G → G is a representable surjective submersion, with the
following lifting property: given a 2-commutative square
M _
i0 
// G
p

M × R //
99r
r
r
r
G
(26)
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with M a manifold, there exists a unique map of differentiable stacks, as indicated in the
diagram, for which the upper and lower triangle 2-commute (the upper triangle, of course,
will be then strictly commutative).
We say that p : G→ G is a smooth fibration.
Lemma 5.5. For any loop ℓ representing a class [ℓ] ∈ π1(G), there exists some smooth lift
λ fitting as indicated in the following diagram
⋆ _
i0

1
%%
S1 ×G G
a

b //
θℓ,p
AI G
p

R
λ
99r
r
r
r
r
r exp 2πi // S1
ℓ // G;
(27)
in other words, λ is a lift of t 7→ exp(2πit) to S1 ×G G with the property that (b ◦ λ)(0) =
1 ∈ G, or, equivalently, that b ◦ λ is a lift of ℓ ◦ [exp 2πi] through 1 ∈ G.
Proof. We have a 2-isomorphism between the two stack morphisms
ℓ ◦ [exp 2πi] ◦ i0 and p ◦ 1,
by (25), because of the assumption ℓ ∈ π1(G). Hence, by Lemma 5.4, there exists a unique
lift f : R → G with f ◦ i0 = 1 (i.e., f(0) = 1) and with p ◦ f 2-isomorphic to ℓ ◦ [exp 2πi].
By the pullback property of S1 ×G G, we find λ : R → S
1 ×G G such that b ◦ λ = f and
a ◦ λ = exp 2πi. This is precisely what we wanted.
Remark 5.6. Of course, the preceding Lemma holds for any choice of an HS-bibundle E
representing ℓ, not just for the canonical pullback of stacks E = S1×G G. A similar remark
applies to the next result.
To correctly understand the next lemma, recall that there is a canonical HS-bibundle
structure on
S1
a
←−−−− E := S1 ×G G
b
−−−−→ G,
and, therefore, a canonical principal right action of the Lie groupoid G = {G1 ⇒ G} on E
along the map b. Hence, for any pair of elements e0, e1 ∈ E with a(e0) = a(e1), we have a
unique arrow g : b(e1)→ b(e0) ∈ G1, denoted by e0
−1e1, such that e1 = e0 · g.
Lemma 5.7. The difference λ(0)−1λ(1) is the same for all the liftings λ : R → S1 ×G G
(associated with a given representative loop ℓ, fixed once and for all) that were considered
in the previous lemma, i.e., those liftings fitting in the diagram (27).
The proof will make use of the following simple observation:
Lemma 5.8. The stabilizer subgroup Aut(1) = s−1(1) ∩ t−1(1) is contained in the center
of the group Γ = (Γ,⊗, 1).
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Proof. Let γ ∈ Γ, and α ∈ Aut(1). Then
γ ⊗ α = (id1 ◦γ)⊗ (α ◦ id1)
= (id1⊗α) ◦ (γ ⊗ id1) (exchange law)
= α ◦ γ (Lemma 4.4)
= (α⊗ id1) ◦ (id1⊗γ) (Lemma 4.4)
= (α ◦ id1)⊗ (id1 ◦γ) (exchange law)
= α⊗ γ.
Proof of Lemma 5.7. Since G is presented by the action groupoid Γ ⋉ G ⇒ G, an HS-
bibundle of the kind considered above is actually the same thing as a principal right Γ-
bundle a : E → S1 given with a Γ-equivariant map b : E → G, where Γ acts on the right on
G by x · γ := γ−1 · x. Hence, if λ, µ are two liftings of the kind considered in (27), and they
differ at zero by an element γ0, namely µ(0) = λ(0) · γ0, they will differ by the same γ0 for
all t, because of the uniqueness of lifting for a given initial condition (the map a : E → S1
is étale, because of the discreteness of Γ). Thus, there exists α0 ∈ Γ such that
µ(0) = λ(0) · α0 and
µ(1) = λ(1) · α0.
One necessarily has α0 ∈ Aut(1), because b(λ(0)) = 1 = b(µ(0)).
Now, from the assumption
λ(1) = λ(0) · γ and
µ(1) = µ(0) · δ,
it follows, by the principality of the action of Γ on E, that
δ = α0
−1γα0 in Γ.
By Lemma 5.8, we conclude that γ = δ, as contended.
As observed in the course of the last proof, the assumption b(λ(0)) = 1 implies that
the difference λ(0)−1λ(1) is an element of t−1(1) = Γ. Thus, we obtain a well defined map
into Γ from the set of representative loops; to each representative loop ℓ, one associates the
boundary difference ∂1(ℓ) := λ(0)
−1λ(1), for an arbitrary lifting λ as in Lemma 5.5.
Lemma 5.9. If two loops ℓ, ℓ′ : S1 → G represent the same homotopy class [ℓ] = [ℓ′] ∈ π1(G),
then their boundary differences are equal: ∂1(ℓ) = ∂1(ℓ
′) ∈ Γ.
Proof. Suppose, as a first step, that there is a 2-isomorphism α relating ℓ and ℓ′
S1
ℓ
((
ℓ′
66⇑ G.
Let S1
a
←−−−−E := S1×GG
b
−−−−→G be the pullback of p along ℓ, and let E′, a′, b′ be the anal-
ogous pullback along ℓ′. Recall that both a, a′ are principal right Γ-bundles (canonically),
and that both b, b′ are equivariant maps.
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By the stacky pullback universal property, there exists a canonical smooth map α˜ : E′ →
E, which is Γ-equivariant, and which commutes with the HS-bibundle maps: a ◦ α˜ = a′,
and b ◦ α˜ = b′.
Now, choose any lifting λ′ : R→ E′, with a′ ◦ λ′ = exp(2πi -), and with (b′ ◦ λ′)(0) = 1.
The composition λ := α˜ ◦λ′ then satisfies a ◦λ = exp(2πi -), (b ◦λ)(0) = 1, and is therefore
itself a lifting of the type considered in (27). By the Γ-equivariance of α˜, the boundary
differences for λ′ and λ must be the same. This proves the lemma in the special case
∃α : ℓ′ ⇒ ℓ.
Next, let L : S1×R→ G be a homotopy between the loops ℓ0 := L(-, 0) and ℓ1 := L(-, 1).
We want to show that ∂1(ℓ0) = ∂1(ℓ1). By the same argument used in the proof of Lemma
5.5, we can find a lifting Λ : R × R → (S1 × R) ×G G such that pr1 ◦Λ = exp(2πi -) × idR
and pr2(Λ(0, s)) = 1 ∈ G ∀s ∈ R, where pr1,pr2 denote the two projections
S1 × R←− (S1 × R)×G G −→ G.
Put ℓs := L(-, s), for each s ∈ R. One has a canonical identification between the fiber
pr1
−1(S1 × {s}) and the pullback S1 ×G G along the loop ℓs. For each s ∈ R, λs := Λ(-, s)
gets then identified to a lifting of the type considered in (27) relative to ℓs. Then, the map
s 7→ λs(0)
−1λs(1) yields a smooth path in Γ connecting ∂1(ℓ0) and ∂1(ℓ1).
The last lemma shows that there is a well defined boundary map
∂1 : π1(G) −→ Γ. (28)
This map is the precise analogue of the usual boundary map in the long exact sequence of
homotopy groups associated with the “stack fibration” Γ →֒ G→ G.
Lemma 5.10. The boundary map (28) is a surjection.
Proof. Let γ0 ∈ Γ be given. We will construct a loop ℓ0 : S
1 → G with ∂1(ℓ0) = γ0. The
construction will of course make use of the connectedness of the base G.
Suppose we have constructed a smooth curve f : R → G with the properties f(0) = 1
and f(t) = γ0 · f(t+ 1) ∀t ∈ R. Then ℓ0 may be obtained as follows. Put
E := (R × Γ)/ ∼, where (t, γ) ∼ (t+ k, γ0
−kγ) ∀k ∈ Z. (29)
This is evidently a smooth manifold. Define two projections
S1
a
←−−−− E
b
−−−−→ G
by setting
a([t, γ]) := exp(2πit)
b([t, γ]) := γ−1 · f(t),
where [t, γ] denotes the equivalence class of the pair (t, γ) with respect to the equivalence
relation (29). Finally, let Γ act on E from the right by
[t, γ] · γ′ := [t, γγ′].
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One obtains in this way an HS-bibundle representing a loop ℓ0. By choosing the lifting
λ = {t 7→ [t, 1]} : R→ E, one immediately sees that ∂1(ℓ0) = γ0.
There only remains to show how to construct a curve f with the desired properties.
Choose first any smooth curve α : (−14 ,
1
4) → G with α(0) = 1, and translate it by γ0
−1,
namely, consider β : (34 ,
5
4)→ G given by β(t) = γ0
−1 ·α(t−1). By connectedness of G, one
can then find a smooth path f : (−18 ,
9
8 )→ G such that f restricts to α on (−
1
8 ,
1
8), and to β
on (78 ,
9
8). Finally, one extends f to all of R simply by imposing the required γ0-periodicity
f(t) = γ0 · f(t+ 1).
Lemma 5.11. The boundary map (28) is an injection.
Proof. Let ℓ, ℓ′ : S1 → G be two loops such that ∂1(ℓ) = ∂1(ℓ
′) =: γ0, and let
S1
a
←−−−− E
b
−−−−→ G, S1
a′
←−−−−− E′
b′
−−−−→ G
be the corresponding HS-bibundles. Choose respective liftings λ : R → E, λ′ : R → E′ of
the type considered in Lemma 5.5, and put f := b ◦ λ, f ′ := b′ ◦ λ′.
Note that one has the periodicity relations f(t) = γ0 · f(t+ 1), f
′(t) = γ0 · f
′(t+ 1), by
the assumption ∂1(ℓ) = ∂1(ℓ
′) = γ0. Then, by using the same technique as in the previous
proof, one can construct a homotopy F : R× R→ G between f = F (-, 0) and f ′ = F (-, 1)
with the periodicity property F (t, s) = γ0 · F (t + 1, s) ∀s, t ∈ R. (This uses the simply
connectedness of G.)
One obtains again a bibundle
E := (R × R× Γ)/ ∼, with (t, s, γ) ∼ (t+ k, s, γ0
−kγ) ∀k ∈ Z
E ∋ [t, s, γ] 7→ (exp(2πit), s) ∈ S1 × R
E ∋ [t, s, γ] 7→ γ−1 · F (t, s) ∈ G
[t, s, γ] · γ′ := [t, s, γγ′].
The reader can check that this gives a homotopy between ℓ and ℓ′.
Lemma 5.12. The boundary map (28) is a homomorphism of groups.
Proof. Let ℓ0, ℓ1 be any two loops in G. We must show that ∂1(ℓ0 ⊙ ℓ1) = ∂1(ℓ0)∂1(ℓ1),
where ℓ0 ⊙ ℓ1 denotes the concatenation of the two loops.
The idea behind the proof is very simple. One considers the following map of differen-
tiable stacks
S1 × S1
ℓ0×ℓ1−−−−−−−→ G × G
µ
−−−−→ G
and its composition ℓ0 ∗ ℓ1 with the diagonal embedding S
1 →֒ S1×S1. By considering HS-
bibundle presentations for ℓ0, ℓ1 and then for the composition µ ◦ (ℓ0 × ℓ1), and by playing
a bit with liftings, one can explicitly check that
∂1(ℓ0 ∗ ℓ1) = ∂1(ℓ0)∂1(ℓ1).
Moreover, by composing the above map of differentiable stacks with the exponential covering
R×R→ S1× S1, one sees that the loops ℓ0⊙ ℓ1 and ℓ0 ∗ ℓ1 correspond to the boundary of
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the triangle above the diagonal in the square [0, 1] × [0, 1] ⊂ R× R.
ℓ1 //⊙ ⋆
⋆
ℓ0
OO
ℓ0∗ℓ1
??
Modulo some obvious technicalities, this shows that ℓ0 ⊙ ℓ1 is homotopic to ℓ0 ∗ ℓ1. The
proof is now complete.
We may summarize our conclusions as follows:
Theorem 5.13. Every connected stacky Lie group G can be presented as a crossed module
of the form (π1(G), G), with π1(G) the fundamental group of G (viewed as a discrete Lie
group), and G a connected and simply connected Lie group.
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